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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let N x be the cardinal B-spline function of order m, and letm
  ..  .S N x be the shift-invariant space of N x that is defined as the spanm m
 .   ..of the integer translations of N x . Thus, s g S N x can be writtenm m m
as
s x s c N x y j , x g R , j g Z. 1 .  .  .m j m
j
 4Throughout, we always assume c g l .j 2
 .We discuss short time Fourier transforms STFT , integral wavelet
 .  .transforms IWT , and wavelet series expansions associated with s xm
because of the following reasons. First, the basic function of a cardinal
  ..  .B-spline interpolation from S N x can be expressed as s x ; them m
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 4  .analysis. Second, by choosing a suitable c , we can obtain an s x as aj m
 .basic wavelet function although an N x could not be attained that hasm
 .this property. Third, we may use s x as a scaling function to constructm
smooth and symmetric mother wavelet functions. Finally, orthogonaliza-
 .tion of wavelet functions associated with s x can be implemented bym
 4adjusting c .j
In Section 2, we give the size of time-frequency window of the STFT
 .associated with the window function s x . The size of the window can bem
 4justified by its coefficient set c . In Section 3, we give conditions underj
 .which an s x can be a basic wavelet function for IWT. In Section 4, wem
 . w xdiscuss wavelet functions associated with s x that were derived in 5 .m
This type of wavelet can be considered as an extension of B-wavelets cf.
w x.1 . In Section 5, we give two different approaches for orthogonalization of
 .the wavelet functions associated with s x . The last section gives am
 .recurrence algorithm of s x based on the recurrence relation of B-wave-m
lets.
2. SHORT TIME FOURIER TRANSFORMS
Ã .  .  .  .Let s v and N v be the Fourier transforms of s x and N x ,Ãm m m m
respectively. Thus,
2 Ãs v s C z N v , 2 .  .  .  .Ãm m
where
myiv1 y eÃN v s , 3 .  .m  /iv
yi v r2  2 . 2 j yiv  4z s e , and C z s  c z s  c e is the symbol of c . It isj j j j j
 .  . 2 .obvious, if m G 2, both xs x and v s v g L R . Thus, for m G 2,Ãm m
 .  .s x defined by 1 can be considered as a window function for STFT,m
`
yi v tG f v [ e f t s t y b dt. 4 .  .  .  .  .Hb m
y`
We find the center t* and the radius D of s and the center v* ands mm
the radius D of s , the Fourier transform of s . Thus, the correspondingÃs m mÃm
time-frequency window can be determined. Because the set of the arbi-
 4trary coefficients c is involved, the size of the window can be adjustedj
for certain purposes.
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In order to find the centers and radii, we need the following lemmas.
Ã  .LEMMA 1. Let N v be the Fourier transform of the B-spline of order m,m
 .  .N x , shown in Eq. 3 . Thenm
im vÃ ÃN v s N v e , 5 .  .  .m m
and
ÃX Ã ÃXN v s mN v N v . 6 .  .  .  .m my1 1
 .Proof. From Eq. 3 , we obtain
msin vr2
yi m v r2ÃN v s e . .m  /vr2
 .  .Hence, Eq. 5 is obvious. Equation 6 can be derived immediately from
Ã  . the Fourier transform of the B-spline of order m: N v s 1 ym
yi v . .me riv .
 .LEMMA 2. Let N x be the B-spline of order m. Thenm
`
N x N x q l dx s N m y l , 7 .  .  .  .H m m 2 m
y`
` m y l
xN x N x q l dx s N m y l , 8 .  .  .  .H m m 2 m2y`
and
2
` m y l .
2x N x N x q l dx s N m y l . 9 .  .  .  .H m m 2 m2y`
Proof. By using the Parseval identity, the recurrence relation N snq1
 .  .N ) N , and Lemma 1, we can obtain expressions 7 and 8 .m 1
 .To prove Eq. 9 , we need an equation about the integral of
2  .  .x N x N x q l . Thus,m m
`
2x N x N x q l dx .  .H m m
y`
`y1
imyl .vÃ Ãs N v 0 N v e dv .  . .H m m2p y`
`y1 2XÃ Ãs m m y 1 N v N v .  .  . .H 2 my2 12p y`
Y imyl .vÃ ÃqmN v N v e dv .  .2 my1 1
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`y1
Y imyl .vÃs N v e dv .H 2 m4p y`
`1 2X imyl .vÃ Ãq mN v N v e dv .  .H my 1 12p y`
1 2s m y l N m y l .  .2 m2
`
q m y l y x xN x N m y l y x dx .  .  .H m m
y`
`1 2s m y l N m y l q m y l xN x N x q l dx .  .  .  .  .H2 m m m2 y`
`
2y x N x N x q l . .  .H m m
y`
` 2  .  .Hence, by solving the last equation for H x N x N x q l dx and byy` m m
 .  .using Eq. 8 , we obtain Eq. 9 .
By using Lemma 2, we can find the center t* and the radius D of ss mm
as follows,
`1 2t* s x s t dt .H m25 5s y`m
`1
s c c  Hj j925 5s y`j j9m
=N t y j N t y j9 dt .  .m m
1 m q j q j9
s c c  j j92 25 5s j j9m




D s t y t* s t dt .  .Hs m2  5m 5 5s y`m
`1 22s c c t y 2 tt* q t* . .  Hj j92 5 5s y`j j9m
=
1r2
N t y j N t y j9 dt .  .m m 5
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1 1 2 2s c c m q j9 y t* q j y t* .  .  j j92  25 5s j j9m
=
1r2
N m q j9 y j , 11 .  .2 m 5
5 5 2  .where s s   c c N m q j9 y j .m j j9 j j9 2 m
To obtain v* and D , the center and the radius of s , respectively, weÃs mÃm
5  .5 2need the following s v and Lemma 1. Hence,Ãm
5 5 2 5 5 2s v s 2p s s 2p c c N m q j9 y j . .  .Ã m m j j9 2 m
j j9
Thus
`1 2< <v* s v s v dv .ÃH m25 5s v y` .Ãm
`
yi jv i j9vÃ Ãs c c v N v e N v e dv .  .  Hj j9 m m
y`j j9
s c c 2p yi N X m q j9 y j .  .  .  j j9 2 m
j j9
s 0, 12 .
and
1r2
`1 22 < <D s v s v dv .ÃHs mÃ 2  5m 5 5s v y` .Ãm
1r2
`1 22 imqj9yj.vÃs c c v N v e dv . .  Hj j9 m2  55 5s v y` .Ã j j9m
1r21
Ys c c y2p N m q j9 y j .  .  j j9 2 m 525 5s v .Ã j j9m
’2p
s c c 2 N m q j9 y j y 1 .  j j9 2 my225 5s v .Ã j j9m
yN m q j9 y j y 2 .2 my2
1r2
yN m q j9 y j . 13 .  .2 my2 5
Hence, we obtain the following theorem.
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 .  .THEOREM 1. s x , m G 2, defined by 1 is a window function for them
 .short time Fourier transform shown in 4 , which possesses a time-frequency
window,
t* q b y D , t* q b q D = v* q v y D , v* q v q D ,s s s sÃ Ãm m m m
with width 2D and window area 4D D . Here t*, D , v*, and D ares s s s sÃ Ãm m m m m
 .  .defined in 10 ] 13 , respecti¨ ely.
3. WAVELET TRANSFORMS
From the well-known admissibility condition of basic wavelet functions
for wavelet transforms, we can verify the following theorem.
 .  yi v .  4THEOREM 2. Let C z s C e be the symbol of C , the coefficientj
 .  2 . 1r2  yi v . 1r2set of the summation in 1 . If both C z rv s C e rv and
 y2 . 1r2  iv . 1r2 2 .  .  .C z rv s C e rv are in L 0, 2p , then s x defined in 1 is am
 .  . 2 .basic wa¨elet. Relati¨ e s x , the integral wa¨elet transform IWT on L Rm
is defined by
` t y by1r2< <W f b , a [ a f t s dt , 14 .  .  . . Hs mm  /ay`
2 .f g L R , where a, b g R with a / 0.
` <  . < 2 < <Proof. It is sufficient to prove that C s H s v r v dv - `. InÃs y` mm
` Ã 2<  . <fact, noting that  N v q 2kp F 1, we haveksy` m
< 2 < 2` C z . 2Ã< <C s N v dv .Hs mm < <vy`
` yi v 2< <C e . .2 kq1 p 2Ã< <s N v dv . H m< <v2kpksy`
` yi v 2< <C e .2p 2Ã< <s N v q 2kp dv . H m< <v q 2kp0ksy`
< yi v < 2C e .2p 2Ã< <F N v q 2kp dv . H m< <v0k/y1
< yi v < 2C e .2p 2Ã< <q N v y 2p dv .H m< <v y 2p0
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yi v 2 `< <C e .2p 2Ã< <s N v q 2kp dv .H m< <v0 ksy`
< yi v < 2C e .2p 2Ã< <q N v y 2p dv .H m2p y v0
< yi v < 2C e .2p 2Ã< <y N v y 2p dv .H mv0
< yi v < 2 < yi v < 2C e C e .  .2p 2p
F dv q dvH H< <v 2p y v0 0
< yi v < 2C e .2p
q dvH < <v0
< yi v < 2 < yi v < 2C e C e .  .2p 2p
s 2 dv q dvH H< <v 2p y v0 0
< yi v < 2 < iv < 2C e C e .  .2p 2p
s 2 dv q dv .H H< < < <v v0 0
In the last step of the preceeding process, we use the integral substitution
v9 s 2p y v in the second integral. Thus, the proof is complete.
 .  .COROLLARY. If s x defined by 1 is a basic function with the corre-m
2 .  .  .sponding IWT on L R shown in 14 , then C 1 s 0, i.e.,  c s 0.j j
4. WAVELET SERIES EXPANSIONS
 .  w x.Because N x possesses the finite two-scale relation cf. Chui's 1 ,m
N
N x s p N 2 x y k , 15 .  .  .m m , k m
ks0
where
¡ mym q12 , for 0 F k F m;~  /p s km , k ¢
0, otherwise,
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 .s x also possesses the two-scale relation,m
s x s p s 2 x y k . 16 .  .  .Äm m , k m
k
 .In order to give the coefficients p , we make Fourier transform onÄm , k k
 .  .both sides of 15 and 16 . Thus,
vÃ ÃN v s P z N , 17 .  .  .m m m  /2
and
vÄs v s P z s , 18 .  .  .Ã Ãm m m  /2
1 1k 2 kÄ .  . .  .where P z s  p z s 1 q z r2 and P z s  p z areÄm k m , k m k m , k2 2
 4  4  .two-scale symbols of p and p , respectively. Substituting 17Äm , k k m , k k
2 Ã .  .  .  .  .into expression 2 , we have s v s C z P z N vr2 . On the otherÃm m m
Ã .  .  .  .hand, from 2 we also have s vr2 s C z N vr2 . Thus, we have theÃm m
 .  .following the relation between s v and s vr2 ,Ã Ãm m
C z 2 P z v .  .m
s v s s . 19 .  .Ã Ãm m  /C z 2 .
 .  .Comparing 18 and 19 , we obtain
m2 2C z P z C z 1 q z .  .  .mÄP z s s . 20 .  .m  /C z C z 2 .  .
 .  .  2 .Obviously, if C z is a finite symbol and C z N C z , the two-scale
 .relation 15 is also of finite terms.
 .Next, we discuss the corresponding wavelet function c x associatedsm
 .with the scaling function s x . First, we needm
c x s q s 2 x y k , 21 .  .  .Äs m , k mm
k
or equivalently,
vÃ Äc v s Q z s , 22 .  .  .Ãs m m  /m 2
yi v r2 Ä  .  4where z s e , and Q z is the two-scale symbol of q . In orderÄm m , k k
Ä 4  .  w x.  .to find q or Q z , we consider the B-wavelet cf. 1 c xÄm , k k m m
 .associated with B-spline N x ,m




k m¡ y1 . m N k q 1 y l , 0 F k F 3m y 2, .~ 2 mmy1  /q s 24 .l2m , k ls0¢
0, otherwise.
 .  w x.The Fourier transform of 23 is cf. 1 ,
vÃ Ãc v s Q z N , 25 .  .  .m m m  /2
yi v r2  .  4where z s e , and Q z is the two-scale symbol of q with them m , k k
  . w x.following expression cf. Eq. 6.2.3 in 1 . Then
m 21 y z K z .y2Q z s yz E yz , 26 .  .  .m 2 my12 /2 E z .2 my1
 . < <  .where K is in Wiener's class W with K z / 0 for z s 1 and E z is2 my1
the 2m y 1 order Euler]Frobenius polynomial,
my1
ym q1 kE z s 2m y 1 !z N m q k z . .  .  .2 my1 2 m
ymq1
Ä  .  . w xWe now derive the expression of Q z . From Eq. 6.2.2 in 1 , wem
obtain
2K z .y1Ä Ä < <Q z s z E yz P yz , z s 1, 27 .  .  .  .m s m 2m E z .sm
 . < < yi v r2where K is also in Wiener's class W with K z / 0 for z s 1, z s e ,
and
`
kE z s s k q y s y dy z .  .  . Hs m m 5m y`k
2` v
s s q 2p k .Ã m  /2ksy`
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 .  .E z can be expressed in terms of E z . In fact,s 2 my1m
2` vÃE z s f q 2p k . s m  /m 2ksy`
2` v2 Ã< <s C z N q 2p k . m  /2ksy`
my1
2 k< <s C z N m q k z .  . 2 m
ksymq1
E z .2 my12< <s C z . . my 12m y 1 !z .
 .  .  .Substituting the previous expression of E z and Eq. 20 into Eq. 27 ,sm
we obtain
m 2C yz 1 y z K z .  .my 1 my2ÄQ z s y1 z E yz .  .  .m 2 my12 2 /2C z E z .  .2 my1
m 2C yz 1 y z K z .  .y2s yz E yz . .2 my12 2 /2C z E z .  .2 my1
Ä  .  .Thus, comparing the foregoing expression of Q z and expression 26 ofm
 .Q z , we havem
C yz .ÄQ z s Q z . 28 .  .  .m m2C z .
 .  .  .  .Second, we prove c x defined by Eqs. 21 , 22 , and 28 is indeed thesm
 .wavelet function associated with s x . Therefore, we need to consider them
following matrix. Thus,
Ä ÄP z Q z .  .m mM s .Ä ÄP Qm m Ä Ä /P yz Q yz .  .m m
 .  .  .  .Obviously, det M s P z Q yz y Q z P yz s det M ,Ä ÄP Q m m m m P Qm m m m
where det M is the determinant of the matrix M associated withP Q P Qm m m m
< <the B-wavelet c . Thus, det M / 0 on the unit circle z s 1 becauseÄ Äm P Qm m
< <det M / 0 on z s 1. It follows that c is the wavelet functionP Q sm m m
  . 4associated with s . That is, the family c ?y k : k g Z , which is gov-m smÄ  .  .erned by Q z shown in Eq. 28 , is a Riesz basis of W .m 0
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 .To derive the decomposition relation of s 2 x y l , we definem
ÄQ yz C z Q yz C z .  .  .  .m mÄG z s s s G z , .  .2 2det M det MC z C z .  .Ä ÄP Q P Qm m m m
and
Ä 2 2P yz C z P yz C z .  .  .  .m mÄH z s y s y s H z , .  . /det M C yz det M C yz .  .Ä ÄP Q P Qm m m m
 .  .  .  .where G z s Q yz rdet M and H z s yP yz rdet M arem P Q m P Qm m m m
 . w xdefined as Eq. 5.3.11 in 1 .
It is also easy to prove that
1 0T TM ? M s s M ? M .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG H P Q P Q G Hm m m m /0 1
Ä Ä .  .Also, Q z and P z satisfy the following conditions. Hence,m m
Ä ÄP 1 s P 1 s 1, P y1 s P y1 s 0, and .  .  .  .m m m m
ÄQ 1 s Q 1 s 0. .  .m m
Ä Ä .  .We write the expansions of G z and H z as follows,
1
nÄG z s g z , . Ä n2 n
and
1
nÄ ÄH z s h z . .  n2 n
Thus, the following decomposition relation holds for all x g R. Hence
`1 Äs 2 x y l s g s x y k q h c x y k , l g Z. .  .  .Äm 2 kyl m 2 kyl sm2 y`
Next, we discuss the duals of c and the algorithms of decompositionsm
and reconstruction. Define
1Ä Ä Ä < <G* z [ G z s G , z s 1, .  .  /z
1Ä Ä Ä < <H* z [ H z s H , z s 1, .  .  /z
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and
`
kyi v r2ÄÃs v [ G* e . .  .Ä m
ks1
 .  .Thus, s x is a dual scaling function of s x , andÄm m
ÃÄ Ä Ãc v [ H* z s v .  .  .Äm m
Ä  . .gives the dual wavelet function c v x . Hence, by using a similarsmw xargument as that in 1 , we have the following theorem.
 4  .  .THEOREM 3. Let V be the MRA generated by s x . If f x g V andj m j j
 .g x g W withj j
f x s c j s 2 j x y k , g x s d j c 2 j x y k . .  .  .  . j k m j k sm
k k
Then we ha¨e the following decomposition algorithm,
1 1
jy1 j jy1 jÄc s g c , d s h c ,Ä k 2 kyl l k 2 kyl l2 2l l
and the reconstruction algorithm,
j jy1 jy1c s p c q q d .Ä Äk m , ky2 l l m , ky2 l l
l
 .5. ORTHOGONAL MRA GENERATED BY s xm
In this section, we discuss the orthogonal wavelets associated with
 .certain s x . We call a scaling function f an orthogonal scaling functionm
if f yields an orthogonal MRA; i.e., its corresponding mother wavelet
 jr2  j .4function c gives a complete orthogonal system c s 2 c 2 x y k inj, k
2 .L R . In the following we give two approaches to construct orthogonal
 .scaling functions with the form defined in 1 by using the similar argu-
w xment shown in 10 .
 .  4THEOREM 4. Let C z be the symbol of c , the set of coefficients shownj
2 2 Ã 2 . <  . < <  . <in 1 . If C z s 1r N v q 2kp , then the corresponding scalingk m
 .  .function s x s  c N x is an orthogonal scaling function and its Fourierm j j m
transform is
ÃN v .m
s v s .Ãm my1 yi k v N m q k e .ksymq1 2 m
ÃN v .ms ,
` Ã N ?q m v q 2kp .  . .ksy` 2 m
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Ã  .  .where N ?q m denotes the Fourier transform of N x q m and this2 m 2 m
Fourier transform is e¨aluated at v q 2kp .
Proof. If
2 2 2 Ã 2< < < < < <s v q 2kp s C z N v q 2kp s 1, .  .  .Ã m m
k k
 . <  2 . < 2then s x generates an orthogonal MRA. Thus, we obtain that C zm
Ã 2<  . <  .s 1r N v q 2kp . By using the Theorem 2.28, and identities 4.2.14k m
 . w xand 4.6.8 in 1 , we may prove Theorem 4.
 .  .  .THEOREM 5. Suppose that s x defined in 1 satisfies s x s 0 form m
< <  .  .x G a. If C 1 s 3arp ; i.e.,  c s 3arp , then the corresponding s xj j m
 .yields an orthogonal scaling function f x with its Fourier transform,sm
1r2
vqp 3axÃf v s s dx . . Hs mm  / /pvyp
 . w x  . w  .Proof. Suppose supp s x ; ya, a . Thus, supp s 3axrp ; y pr3 ,m m
x  .pr3 . It is obvious that f x generates an orthogonal MRA ifsmÃ 2 Ã 2<  . < <  . < f v q 2kp s 1.  f v q 2kp s 1 can be simplifiedk g Z s k g Z sm m
as follows,
3ax .vqp 2 kq12Ã< <f v q 2kp s s dx .  Hs mm  /p .vqp 2 ky1kgZ kgZ
` 3ax
s s dxH m  /py`
3axpr3
s s dx.H m  /pypr3
 .Thus, f x generates an orthogonal MRA ifsm
3axpr3
s dx s 1.H m  /pypr3
 .On the other hand, from the definition of s and Eq. 1 , we obtainm
3ax 3axpr3 pr3
s dx s c N y j dxH Hm j m /  /p pypr3 ypr3j
ap
s c N x y j dx . Hj m3a yaj
p
s c . j3a j
Thus, if  c s 3arp , the corresponding f generates MRA.j j sm
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Ã2 my1 .Obviously, f v is a C continuous function that satisfiessm
2p¡
< <1, v - ,
3
2p 4p
2 ~Ã < < < <f s g v , F v F , .sm 3 3
4p
< <0, v ) ,¢ 3
 .  .where g v and g yv are symmetric about the origin and are defined on
 .  .2pr3 F v F 4pr3 and y 4pr3 F v F y 2pr3 , respectively. For in-
 .  .  .  < <.stance, if s x s c N x q c N x q 1 , c q c s 3rp , then g v s1 0 1 y1 1 0 1
 < <.  .  .  .  .3r2p 4pr3 y v . If s x s c N x q c N x q 1 q c N x q 2 ,2 0 2 y1 2 y2 2
 .c q c q c s 6rp , then the Bernstein]Bezier expression of g v isÂ0 y1 y2
2!
i jg v s a u ¨ , .  i j i! j!iqjs2
where u and ¨ are the corresponding barycentric coordinates of v when
w x w xv g 2pr3, p and p , 4pr3 , respectively. The corresponding Bezier coef-Â
1 1w x  . w x w xficients, a , a , a , of g v , are 1, 1, and , 0, 0 when v g2, 0 1, 1 0, 2 2 2
w x w x  .2pr3, p and v g p , 4pr3 , respectively. g yv can be found by sym-
metry.
The f is a Meyer type scaling function with dilation condition,sm
v vÃ Ãf v s m f , .s 0 s /  /m m2 2
 . w xwhere m vr2 is defined on y2p , 2p as0
4p¡Ã < <f v , v F , .smv 3~m s0  / 4p2
< <0, - v F 2p ,¢ 3
and is extended 4p periodically to all v g R. Hence, the corresponding
wavelet c satisfiessm
v v
yi v r2Ã Ãc v s e m q p f . .s 0  /  /m 2 2
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6. RECURRENCE ALGORITHM OF B-WAVELETS
In this section, we give a recurrence relation of B-wavelets in terms of
their orders and the corresponding algorithm. Hence, a recurrence algo-
rithm for construction of wavelets derived in Section 3 can be given
similarly.
 .THEOREM 6. Let c x be the B-wa¨elet associated with the B-spline ofm
 .order m, N x . Then there exists the following recurrence relation formulam
 .  .between c x and c x , m s 1, 2, . . . ,m mq1
lq1
xykr2
c x s b c t dt , 29 .  .  . Hmq 1 mq1, k m
 .xy kq1 r2 4ksmax 0, ly4 mq1
or, equi¨ alently,
lq1 k k q 1
Xc x s b c x y y c x y , . mq 1 mq1, k m m /  /2 2 4ksmax 0, ly4 mq1
30 .
w  . x  4where x g lr2, l q 1 r2 , l s 0, 1, . . . , 4m q 1, and b is the set ofmq 1, k
  ..  .coefficients of the expansion of 2 Q z rQ z in terms of z, which canmq 1 m
be determined by the following formulas. Thus,
N 0 .mq 1
b s , 31 .mq 1, 0 N 0 .m
jy1
lN j y y1 b N 3m y 2 y l .  .  .mq 1 mq1, l m
ls0b s , 32 .mq 1, j N 0 .m
for j s 1, . . . , 3m y 2, and
jy1
lN j y y1 b N j y l .  .  .mq 1 mq1, l m
lsjy3mq2
b s , 33 .mq 1, j N 0 .mq 1
for j s 3m y 1, 3m, . . . , 4m q 2, where
m
mN k s N k q 1 y l . 34 .  .  .m 2 m /l
ls0
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 .Proof. From Eq. 25 , we have
vÃ Ãc v s Q z N . .  .mq 1 mq1 mq1  /2
 .Dividing the previous equation by Eq. 25 side by side, we obtain
Ã Ãc v Q z N vr2 .  .  .mq 1 mq1 mq1s . 35 .Ã ÃQ z .c v N vr2 .  .mm m
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .Noting that N vr2 rN vr2 s N vr2 , we havemq 1 m 1
Q z v .mq 1Ã Ã Ãc v s c v N . 36 .  .  .mq 1 m 1  /Q z 2 .m
 .  .In order to express c x in terms of c x , we need to find themq 1 m
Ã Ã .  .inverse Fourier transformation of c v N vr2 and the expression ofm 1
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .  .Q z rQ z . Define c v s c v N vr2 . It follows that c x smq 1 m m 1 n
 .  .2c x ) N 2 x or, equivalently,m 1
`
c x s 2 N 2 t c x y t dt .  .  .Hm 1 m
y`
1r2
s 2 c x y t dt. .H m
0
 .  . ` kHence, if we write 2Q z rQ z s  b z formally, from Eq.mq 1 m ks0 mq1, k
 .36 we obtain
`1 k
c x s b c x y . mq 1 mq1, k m  /2 2ks0
` k1r2
s b c x y y t dt Hmq 1, k m  /20ks0
`
xykr2
s b c t dt. 37 .  . Hmq 1, k m
 .xy kq1 r2ks0
 .We now determine the range of the summation in expession 37 .
w x Because supp c s 0, 2m y 1 , we need that x y kr2 G 0 and x y k qm
. w1 r2 F 2m y 1; i.e., k F 2 x and k G 2 x y 4m q 1. Hence, if x g lr2,
 . xl q 1 r2 , then k F l q 1 and k G l y 4m q 1. Where l s 0, 1, . . . ,
w  . x w x4m q 2 because lr2, l q 1 r2 ; supp c s 0, 2m y 1 . Therefore, wem
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c x s b c t dt , .  . Hmq 1 mq1, k m
 .xy kq1 r2ks0
or, equivalently,
4mq2 k k q 1
Xc x s b c x y y c x y , 38 .  .mq 1 mq1, k m m /  /2 2ks0
w xwhere x g 0, 2m q 1 .
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we only need to prove
 .  .that the following expansion of 2Q z rQ z exists and to give themq 1 m
 4expression of b . Hence,mq 1, k
`Q z .mq 1 k2 s b z . 39 . mq 1, kQ z .m ks0
w x  .  .  .In fact, from 1 , Q z s yzE yz P yz , where E yz is the .m m m m
 .Euler]Frobenius Laurent polynomial with respect to N and P z sm m
m . .  .  .  . .  .  .1 q z r2 . Hence, Q z rQ z s 1 y z r2 E yz rE yz ismq 1 m mq1 m
< <  .zero-free and pole-free on z s 1. It follows that expansion 34 exists on
< <  4z s 1. To find b , we writemq 1, k
k3my2 my1 . m kQ z s N k q 1 y l z , .  . m 2 mmy1  /l2ks0 ls0
and
k3mq1 mq1y1 . m q 1 kQ z s N k q 1 y l z . .  . mq 1 2 mq2m  /l2ks0 ls0
 .It follows from Eq. 39 that
k` 3my2 my1 . mj kb z N k q 1 y l z .  mq 1, j 2 mmy1  /l2js0 ks0 ls0
k3mq1 mq1y1 . m q 1 ks N k q 1 y l z . 40 .  .  2mq1.my1  /l2ks0 ls0
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 .On the left-hand side of Eq. 40 , we exchange the last two summations,
w xthen take transform k q j s k9. Noting the supp c s 0, 2m y 1 , wem
finally obtain
k 9yj3mq1 4 mq2 my1 . m k 9b N k9 y j q 1 y l z .  mq 1, j 2 mmy1  /l2k9s0 js0 ls0
k3mq4 mq1y1 . m q 1 ks N k q 1 y l z . 41 .  .  2mq1.my1  /l2ks0 ls0
Hence, for k s 0, 1, . . . , 3m q 1, we have
4mq2 m
j my1 b N k y j q 1 y l .  . mq 1, j 2 m /l
js0 ls0
mq1
m q 1s N k q 1 y l . 42 .  . 2mq1. /l
ls0
 .System 42 can be written as the following matrix form,
A b s n , 43 .m mq1 mq1
 .where b s b , yb , b , . . . , yb , b ,mq 1 mq1, 0 mq1, 1 mq1, 2 mq1, 4 mq1 mq1, 4 mq2
4 mq 2 4 mq 2w x w  .x   .  .A s a s N k y j , n s N 0 , N 1 ,m k , j k , js 0 m k , js 0 mq 1 mq 1 mq 1
 ..  .  .. . . ,N 4m q 2 , and N k is defined as Eq. 34 . It is easy to havemq 1 m
m m .  .  .  .  .  .  .N 0 s N 1 s 1r 2m y 1 !, N 1 s  N 2 y l s N 2 qm 2 m m ls0 2 m 2 ml
m m .  .  .  . mN 1 , . . . , and N 3m y 2 s  N 3m y 1 y l s N 2m y2 m m ls0 2 m 2 ml
.  .  .1 s 1r 2m y 1 !. Note that N i s 0 if i - 0 or i ) 3m y 2. Matrixm
 .A in 43 is actuallym
N 0 0 ??? 0 0 ??? 0 .m
N 1 N 0 ??? 0 0 ??? 0 .  .m m
. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
N 3m y 2 N 3m y 3 ??? N 0 0 ??? 0A s . .  .  .m m mm
0 N 3m y 2 ??? N 1 N 0 ??? 0 .  .  .m m m
. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 ??? N 3m y 2 N 3m y 3 ??? N 0 .  .  .m m m
 .  .Thus, b can be solved and can be expressed as formulas 31 ] 33 .mq 1
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 .  .It we express c x using their Bezier coefficients, from Eq. 38 weÂm
 .obtain the following recurrence algorithm for constructing c x by usingm
the Bezier coefficients in their Bernstein]Bezier expressions. ThenÂ Â
4mq21
mq 1 mq1 m ma l s a l q b a l q j y a l q j y 1 , .  .  .  .kq1 k mq1, j k k2m js0
44 .
r  .  .where a q is the pth Bezier coefficient of c x over the intervalÂp r
w  . xqr2, q q 1 r2 . Here the order of arrangement for the Bezier coeffi-Â
cients is in terms of the increase in powers of the second coordinate of the
barycentric coordinates in the Bernstein]Bezier polynomial expression ofÂ
the wavelets.
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